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Editor’s Note: Related remarks were received from Yu. A. Rylov, Institute for Problems in Mechanics, Moscow 11
Russia.
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Comment on “Quantum Backreaction on
‘Classical’ Variables”

A recent Letter of Anderson [1] claims to hav
given a mathematically consistent scheme for coupl
(quasi)classical and quantum systems. Although a c
sistent example of such a dynamical system is alre
known [2, 3], that proposed by Anderson differs
several ways. He seeks a Heisenberg picture dynam
and claims no connection between this and the stand
semiclassical factorization approximation [4]. Howev
it seems that there are some errors in his mathema
reasoning which destroy the claimed consistency
his technique. These negate his main result, whate
physical interpretation is contemplated.

In Eq. (3) of his Letter we are invited to consider th
mathematical system

Ùq  2ifq, Hg Ùp  2ifp, Hg , (1)
Ùx  hx, Hj Ùk  hk, Hj , (2)

whereq andp are operators obeying the usual canoni
commutation relationsfq, pg  i, with f≤, ≤g the familiar
commutator of quantum mechanics, andh≤, ≤j is the
bracket

h f, gj ; ≠xf≠kg 2 ≠kf≠xg , (3)
i.e., the classical Poisson bracket. Anderson in inexp
about the nature ofx, and k, but his use of partial
derivatives indicates their status as ordinary commut
numbers.

Thesex andk are his (quasi)classical variables, whic
are coupled into the quantumq and p once we choose
a HamiltonianHsq, p, x, k; td, containing a mixed func-
tional dependence among both sets of variables (cf. Jo
[3]). His Letter is inexplicit about whetherH is to be
considered an operator, or a pure number. Here lies
avenue towards proving the inconsistency of his mat
matics. As we now show, neither assumption is tenab

Taking the first member of his dynamical system, i.
Eq. (1), we assume first thatH is a pure number, then th
commutators vanish, and there isno quantum dynamics
at all. Taking now the second member, i.e., Eq. (
we assume thatH is an operator. However, thenhx, Hj
and hk, Hj are both operators, in contradiction of the
assumed numerical form upon the left-hand side.
escape this contradiction one might assume thatx and
k are operators, but this would then negate the ini
assumption of a Poisson algebra; i.e., the rule (3) fa
Therefore, his scheme is mathematically inconsistent.
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The problem, here exposed, lies with ensuring a con
tent embedding of two distinct algebras within one syst
of mathematics. Anderson has simply assumed theexis-
tenceof mixed classical and quantum algebras. The en
problem here is to construct them explicitly and cons
tently. One cannot simply assume their existence.

In order to obtain a consistent coupling, Jones [3] h
previously exploited a remarkable embedding [2] of t
Poisson algebra, and commutator algebra (actually ho
omorphic copies of them), within the larger algebra
Weinberg [6], defined as an infinite-dimensional Poiss
bracket upon HamiltoniansH. These are nonbilinear Her
mitian forms, that are constrained by an homogeneity
striction in the manner of Kibble [5], and Weinberg [6].
refer interested readers to my recent papers for detail
the argumentation [2, 3, 7].

In the scheme no such inconsistency arises,
the relevant Schrödinger equation is obtained direc
[3]. Further, the physical interpretation of such mixe
quantum-classical dynamical systems as anonfundamen-
tal decorrelated dynamical approximationis then made
transparent. In this role they are fine, but they cannot
employed in fundamental physics, for a most element
violation of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle woul
result [3]. The same conclusion holds for the rich
structure exhibited by interpolating algebras [7].

In conclusion, the inconsistency of Anderson
scheme is perhaps an invitation to study the uniquen
question in mixed-classical and quantum dynami
Evidently, it is highly nontrivial, since not all apparentl
plausible schemes are internally consistent.
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